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A Noble Lord’s Retinue 
"Long has my House languished in the shadows of fools. Now is the time to strike and gain advantage."   

Lord Edmund Horatio Blackheart 

If there in one characteristic that defines a human noble house it is ambition. In times of peace with a strong 
monarch there are few opportunities to shake up the social pecking order. However, during the reign of a weak 
one, or an interregnum, the knives are out. 

Every great Lord will take advantage of any period of anarchy to improve their house's position by diminishing 
the power and resources of its rivals but also looking to his own defence. Thus he will bring his retainers 
together, ride forth to raid his neighbours, settle old scores previously prevented by the powers-that-be, 
advance the fortunes of his faction and generally become a nuisance to all that cross his path. 

Also, Noble Lords and their retinues are often the first line of defence against the depredations of other factions 
and races. Little strikes more fear in the heart of a band of despoiling brigands or murderous goblins than the 
sight of Noble Lords and their retainers in full battle array. 

Lord Edmund and Lady Sanguine Blackheart are typical of their breed, always scheming and plotting to advance 
themselves. They will stop at virtually nothing to eventually place the crown upon Edmund’s brow. 

Note that the word 'Lord' does not exclude those less common female heirs to the noble estate. Lady Gyrfalcon, 
for one, is as adventurous and ruthless as any other noble. Many a young lord has had cause to reflect bitterly 
on the harm she will do to those that oppose or insult her. 

Generally, a Noble Lord, or Lady, will travel with a small retinue of loyal Retainers and Liege Knights. They will 
be armed as well as they can afford. 

The Noble Lord, his Squires, his Sergeants and his Retainers will all bear the Lord's heraldic symbol, usually 
embroidered on tabards and/or painted on shields (if they have them). Liege Knights and their Squires will have 
their own heraldry but may carry an armband in their Lord's colours as a battle sign. 

Nobles are well-trained, bold and like to lead from the front. Their Squires are expected to follow them into 
battle no matter how dangerous this may be. 

Liege Knights are often the sons and daughter of other Nobles who are being given the opportunity to test and 
prove their mettle. They tend to be impetuous and overly mindful of their own status; they care little for those 
they trample underfoot. 

The long-suffering Sergeants are experienced men who have weathered several campaigns at their Lord’s side. 
They may not relish combat but they certainly like the spoils of war when they can get them. Note that Sergeants 
are more likely to try and capture an enemy Knight than kill them. They know that Knights do not look favourably 
on peasants who kill their kind and, more importantly, there is also the Knight’s probable ransom to consider. 

Retainers are the lowliest members of the retinue. Sometimes they are little more than peasants swept up to 
serve for a single campaign, or they may be lowly guards from the Lord’s estates. Generally, they know their 
place. 
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 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Lord Edmund 
Blackheart 

(Noble Lord) 

3+ +3 +2 +0 Shooting 13  Fighting 13 98 

Traits Equipment 

Fearless, Hero [3 Hero Points], 
Leadership +2, Silver Tongue, Tough, 
Weapon Master [longsword] 

half-plate, small shield,  

longsword [Magic, Blessed], dagger  

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Lady Sanguine 
Blackheart 

(Wizard) 

4+ +1 +2 +0 Shooting 7  Fighting 7 52+ 

Traits Equipment 

Hero [2 Hero Points], Leadership +1, 
Magical Talent [adept] 

quarterstaff [Focus], dagger [Poisoned] 

Magical Powers 

up to 40 points 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Lady Gyrfalcon 

(Noble Lady) 

3+ +3 +2 +0 Shooting 14  Fighting 15 97 

Traits Equipment 

Disarm, Hero [2 Hero Points], 
Leadership +2, Weapon Master 
[longsword] 

plate, small shield [Deflect],   
longsword [Parrying], dagger  

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Noble Lord 3+ +3 +2 +0 Shooting 13  Fighting 13 65 

Traits Equipment 

Hero [1 Hero Point], Leadership +2 half-plate, small shield, longsword, 
dagger  

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Priest 5+ +1 +0 +0 Shooting 9  Fighting 9 24+ 

Traits Equipment 

Healer, Magical Talent [adept] leather tunic, small shield, mace 

Magical Powers 

up to 40 points 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Wizard 4+ +1 +2 +0 Shooting 7  Fighting 7 35+ 

Traits Equipment 

Magical Talent [adept] quarterstaff [Focus], dagger  

Magical Powers 

up to 40 points 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Liege Knight 3+ +3 +2 +0 Shooting 12  Fighting 12 53 

Traits Equipment 

Hero [1 Hero Point], Leadership +1 

 

mail coat, small shield, longsword, dagger 
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Options 

• A Noble Lord may exchange their half-plate for full plate (+11 points). 
• Any Noble Lord or Liege Knight may exchange their small shield for a large one (cost depends on armour 

worn). 
• Any Noble Lord or Liege Knight may exchange their longsword and small shield for a two-handed sword 

(change in points cost depends on armour worn). 
• A Noble Lord can have a Magic weapon (5.2.4), a Weapon Property (5.2.5), Magic armour (5.1.3) and/or an 

Armour Property (5.1.4). 
• A Noble Lord can take any of the following Traits: Cavalry (+7 points), Disarm (+5 points), Face Many Foes 

(+5 points), Fearless (+5 points), Inspirational (+10 points), Second Strike (+7 points), Silver Tongue (+3 
points), Sunder (+5 points), Swimmer (+2 points), Trick Riding (+5 points), Tough (+5 points), Two-Weapons 
(+5 points), Weapon Master (+7 points), Will of Iron (+5 points). 

• A Liege Knight can take any of the following Traits: Cavalry (+7 points), Disarm (+5 points), Face Many Foes 
(+5 points), Fearless (+5 points), Inspirational (+10 points), Second Strike (+7 points), Sunder (+5 points), 
Swimmer (+2 points), Tough (+5 points), Trick Riding (+5 points), Two-Weapons (+5 points), Weapon Master 
(+7 points), Will of Iron (+5 points). 

• A Liege Knight may exchange their mail coat for half-plate (+9 points). 
• A Squire may have additional Traits from the following list: Cavalry (+7 points), Fearless (+5 points), Tough 

(+5 points), Will of Iron (+5 points). 
• A Noble Lord, Liege Knight or Squire may be mounted on a riding horse (+10 points). 
• A Noble Lord, Liege Knight or Squire who has the Cavalry Trait may take a warhorse (+18 points). If they do, 

then they can also take a lance (+13 points). 
• Any warhorse can have any type of barding (5.1.5, points cost depends on barding type) 
• Any Sergeant or Retainer can exchange their polearm for a one-handed axe and small shield (-1 point), a 

light crossbow (-4 points) or a heavy crossbow (+5 points). 
• A Wizard may take up to two Wards (5.3.2, points costs depend on Wards). 
• A Wizard may have a Wand (3+ Magical Power cost). 
 

 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Squire 4+ +2 +1 +0 Shooting 11  Fighting 11 29 

Traits Equipment 

 mail shirt, small shield, longsword, dagger 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Sergeant 4+ +2 +1 +0 Shooting 9  Fighting 9 26 

Traits Equipment 

Tough brigandine, polearm [choose disarming or 
sundering], short sword 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Armour Ratings Points 

Retainer 5+ +1 +1 +0 Shooting 9  Fighting 9 23 

Traits Equipment 

 brigandine, polearm [choose disarming or 
sundering], short sword  


